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This newsletter is a recap of our Small Group Leader 
Workshop held February 25.

Session #1 --  Greeting & Welcome: 
Vicki Jaster lead the group through a process of 
introductions and get to know you exercises.  A short list 
of questions was used to assist in this process, which 
also provided some feedback afterwards for the 
leadership team to review.

We like to think of Life Groups as our first responders 
when it comes to caring for each other, and it is clear 
from reviewing the feedback that groups are fulfilling 
this role. Many examples were cited of how groups are 
caring for their members, as well as others outside their 
circle.

Food seems to be a focus (hey, we're Baptist!) for things 
that groups do beyond their typical activities of weekly 
group meetings. Celebrating birthdays (also with food), 
and going to the movies as a group also appears to be 
popular.

When it comes to service projects, it looks like we have 
room to grow. A few groups indicate involvement in 
Christmas relief type efforts, while others have served in 
various support roles around the church, serving food 
and helping with setup for events. Our Chinese Life 
Group has taken on one of the largest activities with the 
organization of the Lunar New Year festivities, engaging 
not only many people in our church but reaching out to 
the local community as well. 

When asked about challenges,  our leaders are concerned 
about growing their groups, managing the prayer time, 
caring for health needs and other stressful situations and 
developing deeper spiritual connections in their group

Session #2 – Ephesians Sermon Series
Pastor John shared a handout which he reviewed in 
regard to the upcoming Ephesians sermon series. (An 
electronic copy of that handout was also distributed to 
those who were not able to attend in person.) Additional 
resource material will be distributed to leaders by email 
to assist them in their leadership of sermon based 
groups.

Session #3 – Introduction to Planning Centre
         Online Groups Module

Kurt Davis presented an overview of the Groups Module 
for Planning Centre Online using the live system with an 
interactive demonstration. 

The Groups Module was released late summer and 
revised several times since then with added features and 
improved functionality.  Basic information about our 
Life Groups was entered into the system last September  
and used for the information booth during Life Group 
Sunday sign-up time. 

Since then a couple of groups have been doing a pilot 
study, learning how the system works and helping us 
define our expectations of it's use at WH.  All church 
members and attenders have been entered into the master 
PCO People module, and this new module will help us 
communicate to Life Groups. 

Eventually it is expected to be used for Life Groups to 
communicate within their memberships, and a phone app 
has been promised to make future functions such 
attendance taking a breeze, however  a release date has 
not yet been announced. 

The rest of the Life Groups will have their member 
information entered and the system will be made 
available for pilot  for the balance of the spring session  
to help leaders learn how the system functions.  (David 
Stairs jumped on the bandwagon and was into it full time 
the week after our workshop!) We hope to use the 
system full out in the fall to provide us with better group 
membership and participation information.

The Groups module will also be made available to other 
small groups within the church. Glen Kuik has already 
indicated that he would be interested in using it for the 
Builder's group, and Men's Ministry has also expressed 
some interest as well.

There will be individual follow up with each group 
leader in the next few weeks – please feel free to ask for 
help if you need it when working with this new tool. 

See next steps on page #2

https://groups.planningcenteronline.com/resources/16707/download


PCO Groups: Next Steps
 complete populating group membership (Leaders &/or Kurt)
 revise calendar dates to reflect actual practise (system admin 

only can revise calendar  =>    Kurt)
 trial use by leaders  –  now until June 2017 – Leaders 
 full use- September 2017 – all

 If you want to dig in now, click on the picture of the Life 
Groups index page to go there!  Alternately here's the URL :
https://westhighland.churchcenteronline.com/groups/life-groups

▪ select your group from the list
▪ click on the Login icon on the upper right corner
▪ follow the instructions...
▪ have fun exploring

 Kurt will be following up with you during the month of April if you have any questions or concerns

Session # 4 – Life Groups and a Growth Paradigm
Pastor Dave lead the group through a discussion of small 
group growth, and how that related to both personal 
growth, group growth,  as well as overall church health. 
The following are the powerpoint slides with links to the 
videos used:

1. Life Groups and a Growth Paradigm
 Growth by addition – new members
 Growth by multiplication – new groups

2. Growth by addition – new members
Video - How to grow your small group (in 80 seconds!) 

 Open eyes and intentional conversations
 Personal invitation

3. Growth by multiplication – new groups
 New leaders 
 New hosts/homes
Video - Flaws Of Biblical Proportions - Finding the 
Perfect Small Group Leader 

 What are some of the challenges to leading/why 
might some be reluctant to step into leadership?

4. New leaders
 Turbo groups – Life Group leader training
 Apprentice leaders (Timothies) 
“Who are you taking with you?”
 What are some of the advantages of having a co-

leader, and why do we struggle to find one?

5. Growing pains – group multiplication
Video - Small Group Multiplication - Some Veterans Talk 

 What are some of the tensions that arise with the 
idea of multiplication? 

 What are the outcomes of non-multiplication?
 What are some creative/helpful ideas for moving 

toward multiplication?

Comments? Questions?  Contact Kurt at kurt.davis@outlook.com or 
give me a call at 905-776-8858

mailto:kurt.davis@outlook.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65T1U3oCOh4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34G_R0svxWk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34G_R0svxWk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bhmEmOFp7Y&index=3&list=PL12fduogywq6ish02qqk4Ayf386ivefuf
https://westhighland.churchcenteronline.com/groups/life-groups
https://westhighland.churchcenteronline.com/groups/life-groups

